- 5 men & 5 ideas: building national identity / Hung Yong.
- 10 years that shaped a nation: an exhibition catalogue = Jian guo shi nian: zhan lan tu ji.
- 21 years of success: the NTU manual to maturity.
- 30 poems / [Tan Han Hoe, compiler].
- 30th anniversary souvenir magazine / Souvenir Magazine Committee.
- 50 and counting: growing with the nation.
- 春之夢幻 / 岑凱倫著.
- 新加坡中华总商会九十周年纪念特刊 = Singapore Chinese Chamber of Commerce & Industry 90th anniversary souvenir publication.
- Adrian Lim's beastly killings / by N.G. Kutty.
- The Aeneid of Virgil / translated into English verse by E. Fairfax Taylor.
- The affluent society / John Kenneth Galbraith.
- Africa: dispatches from a fragile continent / Blaine Harden.
- An African journal / photography and design, Horst Klemm text edited by Denis Smith.
- Agency house, Malaya: the girl in the cheongsam / Susan Yorke.
- Alfa Romeo legends / David Sparrow & John Tipler.
- Allen & Gledhill centenary / Julian Davison.
- The American President Lines and its forebears, 1848-1984: from paddlewheelers to containerships / John Niven.
- The analects of Confucius / translated and annotated by Arthur Waley.
- Anchor and balance: Det norske Veritas, 1864-1989 / Håkon With Andersen, John Peter Collett.
- Annual report / MFA Diplomatic Academy.
- Annual report / Nanyang Technological University.
- Anthills of the Savannah / by Chinua Achebe.
- The art of living in Malaysia / Nicoline Lopez, publisher, editor-in-chief and designer Gérald Lopez, photographer Manon Lopez, writer and assistant designer.
- The art of worldly wisdom: a pocket oracle / Baltasar Gracian translated by Christopher Maurer.
- Asia Pacific: its role in the new world disorder / Michael S. Dobbs-Higginson.
- The Australian nugget: bicentennial proof issue.
- Autumn in the oak woods: short stories / Yuri Kazakov.
- A Baba boyhood: growing up during World War 2 / William Gwee Thian Hock.
• Bacaan jawi: (bagi murid-2 darjah permulaan) / oleh Mansur Sanusi.
• Background to Indonesia's policy towards Malaysia: the territory of the Indonesia State.
• Barbarians at the gate: the fall of RJR Nabisco / Bryan Burrough & John Helyar.
• The barefoot boy from Songwad: the life of Chi Owyang / Hsuan Owyang.
• The battle for merger / by Lee Kuan Yew.
• Be part of a proud tradition: an invitation.
• Belajar bahasa kita. Buku kedua: buku pelajaran membacha rumi untok pelajar-pelajar asing yang belajar Bahasa Kebangsaan / oleh Harun Aminurrashid.
• Belajar bahasa kita. Buku pertama: buku pelajaran membacha rumi untok pelajar-pelajar asing yang belajar Bahasa Kebangsaan / oleh Harun Aminurrashid.
• Beyond boundaries: the first 35 years of the NOL story / [text by Rahita Elias additional text by Leong Ching].
• Beyond degrees: the making of the National University of Singapore / Edwin Lee, Tan Tai Yong.
• The bible of management / C. Northcote Parkinson, M.K. Rustomji illustrated by V.B. Halbe.
• The big book of wrinklies' wit & wisdom: thousands of humorous quotes about getting on a bit / Rosemarie Jarski, Allison Vale, Alison Rattle.
• A bird's eye view of Singapore / Macaw cartoons rendered by Patrick Chia.
• The bonsai tree / Meira Chand.
• The Bourne ultimatum / Robert Ludlum.
• Braude's treasury of wit and humor, by Jacob M. Braude.
• Bridge from the past, window to the future / [editorial team, Sim Soo Kheng ... [et al.].
• Brief biographies of famous men and women.
• Buddhism for sheep / illustrated by Chris Riddell text by Louise Howard.
• Buddhism in Malaya.
• Bugis Street: the novel / by Koh Buck Song in collaboration with Tan Hwee Hua.
• C.H.I.J. Victoria Street: 1854-1983.
• Can Singapore's experience be relevant to Africa?
• Canaletto / Giuseppe M. Pilo.
• Cast your Chinese horoscope: the rooster / Derek Walters.
• Catalogue of the Singapore/Malaysia collection. Prepared by the Cataloguing Dept.
• Celebrating failure: the power of taking risks, making mistakes, and thinking big / by Ralph Heath.
• A century of empire.
• Changi photographer: George Aspinall’s record of captivity / Tim Bowden.
• The Chapman report / Irving Wallace.
• Cherita2 mashhor di-zaman dahulu.
• China hands: nine decades of adventure, espionage and diplomacy in Asia / James Lilley with Jeffrey Lilley.
• Chinchin rahsia / oleh Muhammad Hashim bin Amir Hamzah.
• The Chinese Empire, illustrated: being a series of views from original sketches, displaying the scenery architecture, social habits, etc., of that ancient and exclusive nation
• Chinese jetsam on a tropic shore / N. I. Low.
• Chinese proverbs and sayings / written and illustrated by Evelyn Lip.
• Civil defence in Singapore 1939-1984.
• The Clan ... at large: Singapore’s Hochstadt clan tales from around the dining table / edited by Kevin Y.L. Tan.
• Cognac / Nicholas Faith.
• The coldest winter in Peking: a novel / by Hsia Chih-Yen translated from the Chinese by Liang-lao Dee.
• Collected plays: with an introduction / Arthur Miller.
• Collection of paintings of Lee Khoon Choy.
• The Colonel of Tamarkan: Philip Toosey and the bridge on the River Kwai / Julie Summers.
• Colours of a new day: writing for South Africa / edited by Sarah Lefanu and Stephen Hayward.
• Coming home: NUSS returns to familiar grounds.
• Commentary.
• Commitment to a cause: a tribute to Professor S.S. Ratnam.
• Communism in non-communist Asian countries.
• Communism in the Nanyang University.
• Community and nation, essays on Southeast Asia and the Chinese / Wang Gungwu selected by Anthony Reid.
• The compact: a selection of University of Malaya short stories, 1953-1959 / [selected and edited by Herman Hochstadt for the Raffles Society, University of Malaya in Singapore].
• Contemporary details / Nonie Niesewand.
• Conversations with Lee Kuan Yew: citizen Singapore: how to build a nation / Tom Plate.
• Conversations with Mahathir Mohamad: Doctor M: operation Malaysia / Tom Plate.
• The counter-revolution of science: studies on the abuse of reason.
• The craft of intelligence / by Allen Dulles.
• Crows: the Singapore dream of a group of China women / Jiu Dan translated by Alan Chong.
• The dashing peacemaker: Othman Wok / [research and writing, Faith Teo, Dominic Ying editor, Leong Ching].
• Daughters of earth, by D. J. Enright.
• David Marshall’s political interlude / Alex Josey.
• Defending Singapore in the 21st century.
• Destination Singapore (from Shanghai to Singapore) / Lim Thean Soo.
• Diary of a taxi driver: true stories from Singapore’s most educated cabdriver / Cai Mingjie.
• Diary of the Sinai Campaign.
• The difference between Malaysians and Singaporeans / Ravi Veloo, Cheng Puay Koon.
• Diplomacy: a Singapore experience / S. Jayakumar.
• Directory of libraries in Singapore
• Down the line / Arthur Yap.
• Dr Paglar: everyman’s hero / by Rex Shelley with Chen Fen.
• The dragon empress: life and times of Tz’u-hsi, 1835-1908, Empress dowager of China / Marina Warner.
• Drawing: forms, techniques, meanings / texts by Annamaria Petrioli Tofani, Simonetta Prosperi Valenti Rodino, Gianni Carlo Sciolla photographs by Marco D’Anna.
• Drinkers of the wind: the Arabian horse: history, mystery and magic.
• Dynamics of the Singapore success story: insights by Ngiam Tong Dow / introduced and edited by Dr Zhang Zhibin.
• East and west: China, power, and the future of Asia / Christopher Patten.
• Economic essays / by Lim Chong Yah.
• The economics of everyday life.
• The economist pocket world in figures / [material researched and compiled by Andrea Burgess ... et al.]
• Edouard Manet. [Reproducions, with text by Henri Perruchot.]
• Education in Malaysia / prepared by the Educational Planning and Research Division, Ministry of Education.
• Elvis still lives in Katong / Denyse Tessensohn illustrator, Steve Hogan.
• Encyclopedia of Singapore / Justin Corfield, Robin S. Corfield.
• The eternal echoes / edited by Ong Teong Hean.
• Eurasian heritage dictionary: Kristang-English/English-Kristang / Valerie Scully and Catherine Zuzarte.
• Eyewitness / Goh Poh Seng.
• A face like a chicken's backside : an unconventional soldier in South East Asia, 1948-1971 / J.P. Cross.
• The Fajar generation : the University Socialist Club and the politics of postwar Malaya and Singapore / Poh Soo Kai, Tan Jing Quee, Koh Kay Yew, editors.
• The family story / Lord Denning.
• A far cry : the making of a South African / Mary Benson.
• Far Eastern journal.
• Fascinating facts / by David Louis.
• A Father's book of wisdom / compiled by H. Jackson Brown, Jr.
• Fire in heaven / Malcolm Bosse.
• First sea lord : the life and work of Sir Y.K. Pao / Robin Hutcheon.
• The first twenty years of the People's Association / edited by Jackie Sam.
• Flowers in the sky / Lee Kok Liang.
• Focus.
• The forest people / Colin M. Turnbull.
• Fourteen short stories / Lim Thean Soo.
• Frescos and icons : mediaeval art in Serbia and Macedonia / Oto Bihalji-Merin, photographs by Tošo Dabac, Dušan Stanimirović, and others captions by Svetislav Mandić.
• From a doctor's diary / by Arthur Lim, Tan Mei Ching.
• From Kuan Yew to Chok Tong and beyond / by George.
• From Surabaya to Armageddon : Indonesian short stories / edited and translated by Harry Aveling.
• The fugitive / by Pramoedya Ananta Toer, translated from the Indonesian by Harry Aveling.
• The fundamentals of Singapore's foreign policy : then & now / Lee Kuan Yew.
• A garden book for Malaya and other tropical countries / by Kathleen Gough.
• Gardening in Malaya / by E. St. Clair Morford.
• Gendang kosong dan dongeng2 lain-nya / Di-terjemahkan oleh Asraf.
• Genghis Khan : life, death, and resurrection / John Man.
• The gentleman politician : Eddie Barker / [research and writing, Ian Tan, Belle Charlene Kwan, editor, Leong Ching].
• A gentleman's word : legacy of Subhas Chandra Bose / Nilanjana Sengupta.
• The ghosts of Sleath / James Herbert.
• The girl from the coast / by Pramoedya Ananta Toer, translated from the Indonesian by Harry Aveling.
• Give with the heart: a biography of Ted De Ponti / [by Stella Kon]
• The glory that was Greece: a survey of Hellenic culture and civilisation / J.C. Stobart.
• The go-go years / John Brooks.
• Goh Keng Swee: a legacy of public service / edited by Emrys Chew & Chong Guan Kwa.
• Goh Keng Swee: a portrait / Tan Siok Sun.
• Goh Keng Swee: a public career remembered / edited by Barry Desker & Chong Guan Kwa.
• The Golden Camel Bird and the story of Klein Karoo / Sue van Waart.
• The Golden Chersonese and the way thither / Isabella L. Bird with an introduction by Wang Gungwu.
• The gossamer fly / Meira Chand.
• Got Singapore: bits & pieces from a dot in the world / Richard Lim.
• The great genealogical search: a remarkable story of how one family traced its roots in the East Indies and discovered its British ancestry / Kevin Shepherdson, Percival Shepherdson, and Karen d'Almeida.
• Great national treasures of China: masterworks in the National Palace Museum.
• The Great siege.
• A guide to buying antiques, arts & crafts in Singapore / Anne Jones.
• A guide to English-Malay translation.
• Guide to reference books.
• Guy de Maupassant's short stories / translated by Marjorie Laurie introduction by Gerald Gould.
• Hall of justice: Supreme Court Singapore / [editorial team, Kwek Mean Luck ... [et al.].
• Hawke: the prime minister / Blanche D'Alpuget.
• The heart is where it is: the NUSS story / writers, Peter H.L. Lim and Dana Lam editor, Maurice Baker.
• A heart so white / Javier Marías translated from the Spanish by Margaret Jull Costa.
• Hearts courageous: the story of St Andrew's School / Belinda Charles.
• Henri Parmentier's Guide to Angkor.
• His majesty's opponent: Subhas Chandra Bose and India's struggle against empire / Sugata Bose.
• Historical postcards: Mauritius / postcards and captions, André de Kervern text, Yvan Martial.
• Homes for the people = Rumah untok rayat.
• The hospital dictionary: (medical and hospital terms and what they mean to help you get well as quickly and intelligently as possible) / [written by Rose King and Bob Campbell designed by Bob Campbell illustrated by James Bargar].
• Housing a nation: 25 years of public housing in Singapore / edited by Aline K. Wong and Stephen H.K. Yeh.
• How the hills are distant.
• How to do comprehension exercises: for Malayan students / by John Parry.
• The ideal man: the tragedy of Jim Thompson and the American way of war / Joshua Kurlantzick.
• The Iliad / translated by E. V. Rieu.
• Impressions of Singapore / Geoffrey Dutton photographs by Harri Peccinotti.
• Impressions of the Goh Chok Tong years in Singapore / edited by Bridget Welsh ... [et al.].
• In pursuit of excellence: stories from the Singapore Public Service.
• In search of Singapore's national values / edited by Jon S.T. Quah.
• In session: Supreme Court Singapore: the building, her heritage and her people / editors, Thian Yee Sze, Chong Chin Chin, Sharon Lim.
• In the spirit of charity: a dedication to Yan Berbahagia Tan Sri V. David Jeyaratnam on the occasion of Tan Sri's 80th birthday celebrations 15th January, 2005.
• Indonesia, between myth and reality / [by] Lee Khoon Choy.
• Indonesian communists oppose Malaysia / by Alex Josey.
• Interim report of the Malayanisation Commission.
• The invisible hand in economics and politics: inaugural Singapore lecture / Milton Friedman.
• Islam / by E. Denison Ross.
• The Island: a history of Robben Island, 1488-1990 / edited by Harriet Deacon.
• Issues facing Singapore in the 80's / sponsored by Shell Companies in Singapore.
• Istilah jawatan dan jabatan: kementerian, jabatan, pejabat dan bahagian2-nya.
• Ivanhoe / by Sir Walter Scott.
• Jalan bahasa Melayu (Malay grammer): Johari bin HJ. Habib.
• Jinnah: India, partition, independence / Jaswant Singh.
• Jolliffe's outback: cartoons & Australiana. 118.
• The journey: Singapore's land transport story / Ilsa Sharp.
• The jungle is neutral.
• Kim.
• The king never smiles: a biography of Thailand's Bhumibol Adulyadej / Paul M. Handley.
• Know about hi-fi and stereo.
• Krakatoa: the day the world exploded, August 27, 1883 / Simon Winchester.
• Kublai Khan: from Xanadu to superpower / John Man.
• Kursus Bahasa Kebangsaan untuk Tingkatan 1 dan murid-murid Melayu dalam tingkatan 1 = National language for form 1 and Malay pupils in form 1 / oleh Abdul Razak Noordin, Asiah Abu Samah dan Zainul Ariffin.
• Labour laws in a changing Singapore.
• The lady in red & her companions / Felix Chia.
• The land transport of Singapore: from early times to the present / Archives and Oral History Department, Singapore.
• The last empress / Anchee Min.
• The last Nizam: an Indian prince in the Australian outback / John Zubrzycki.
• Latehan memahami dan mendekankan karangan serta membuat ayat bagi pemasokan percubaan darjah 1, pegawai Kepala Singapura / oleh Juffri H. Suhaimi.
• Learning Thai: just enough to get by and more / by Warankna Tuwayanonde & Paul Wallis.
• Lee Kuan Yew: hard truths to keep Singapore going / Han Fook Kwang ... [et al.].
• Lee Kuan Yew in London / compiled by Alex Josey.
• Lee Kuan Yew on China and Hongkong after Tiananmen / edited by Lianhe Zaobao.
• Lee Kuan Yew: the man and his ideas / Han Fook Kwang, Warren Fernandez, Sumiko Tan.
• Lee's lieutenants: Singapore's old guard / edited by Lam Peng Er and Kevin Y.L. Tan.
• The legal eagle: David Marshall / [research and writing, Mindy Tan Huimin editor, Leong Ching].
• Lessons for Singapore's foreign policy: the Cambodian Conflict / Wong Kan Seng.
• Letters from Iwo Jima: the Japanese eyewitness stories that inspired Clint Eastwood's film / Kumiko Kakehashi.
• Letters of a Javanese princess. Translated from the Dutch by Agnes Louise Symmers. Edited and with an introd. by Hildred Geertz. Pref. by Eleanor Roosevelt.
• The liberation of Lily and other poems / Lim Theam Soo.
• Life and death in Shanghai / Nien Cheng.
• Life of Pi / Yann Martel.
• A lifetime of achievement: YBhg Tan Sri Dato Seri Azlanii Dr M Mahadevan.
• Lim Kim San: a builder of Singapore / Asad-ul Iqbal Latif.
• Lines of destiny: how to read faces and hands the Chinese way / Kwok Man Ho. Martin Palmer and Joanne O'Brien.
• Literature east & west.
• The little red dot: reflections by Singapore's diplomats / editors, Tommy Koh, Chang Li Lin.
- The lonely sea: collected short stories / Alistair MacLean.
- The long nightmare: my 17 years as a political prisoner / Said Zahari.
- Long walk to freedom: the autobiography of Nelson Mandela.
- Looking back: a family's history discovered and remembered / Martha Scully-Sherpherdson.
- Lotto: les fresques de Trescore / sous la dir. de Carlo Pirovano, essais de Peter Humfrey, Mauro Lucco, Carlo Pirovano, trad. de l'italien par Louis Bonalumi.
- Love and war in old Malacca / Joe Conceicao.
- Love letter and other stories / Gopal Baratham.
- A lute of jade: being selections from the classical poets of China, rendered with an introduction by L. Cranmer-Byng.
- Mad heaven: the biography of Tan Sri Dato' Seri Dr. M. Mahadevan / Aneeta Sundararaj, foreword by Professor Chester Pierce.
- Magic and mind / by E. J. D. Radclyffe, Illustrated by Pearl Binder.
- Malay customs and traditions.
- Malay pantuns = Pantun Melayu / translated by A.W. Hamilton.
- Malay proverbs = Bidalan Melayu / translated by A.W. Hamilton.
- Malayan culture in the making / [S. Rajaratnam].
- The Malayan trilogy / Anthony Burgess.
- Malaysia: age of revolution: speeches by Singapore's Prime Minister in New Zealand and Australia, March-April 1965 / by Lee Kuan Yew.
- Malaysia: agreement concluded between the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Federation of Malaya, North Borneo, Sarawak and Singapore.
- Malaysia dalam ragaman indahnya = Le pot-pouri Malaisien = The pot-pouri that is Malaysia / compiled, concept & art direction, Ayoub Ismail, introduction, Adibah Amin.
- Malaysia in brief.
- The mambo kings play songs of love / Oscar Hijuelos.
- The man of firsts: Lee Kuan Yew / research and writing, Karen Wong, Leong Ching, editor, Leong Ching.
- Many pathways, one mission: fifty years of Singapore education / [editor, Lim Lai Cheng, writer, Tham Kum Chee, designer, Michael Low researchers, Tai Mok Jee, Alan Auyong].
- Mao for beginners / Rius & friends, [translated from the Spanish by Richard Appignanesi and Maria Clarkson].
• Maru / Bessie Head.
• MAS building / Richard Ellis.
• The masked comrades: a study of the communist United Front in Malaya, 1945-48 / Cheah Boon Kheng.
• The master sculptor: Goh Keng Swee / [research and writing, E. Shailaja Nair editor, Leong Ching].
• Maugham’s Malaysian stories / selected and with an introduction by Anthony Burgess.
• Mauritius, many colors one nation / Claude Pavard.
• May 13 before and after [by] Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra al-Haj.
• The May 13th generation: the Chinese middle schools student movement and Singapore politics in the 1950s / edited by Tan Jing Quee, Tan Kok Chiang & Hong Lysa.
• The May thirteenth incident and democracy in Malaysia / Goh Cheng Teik.
• Medical negligence: get the law on your side / Catherine Tay Swee Kian with forewords by Lee Eng Hin and Chew Chong Lin.
• Mekar dan segar: bunga rampai, cerita pendek, angkatan baru.
• Memoirs of a mendicant professor / D. J. Enright.
• Memoirs of a migrant / by Francis Thomas.
• Memorandum setting out heads of agreement for a merger between the Federation of Malaya and Singapore.
• Memories & Reflections: The Singapore experience: documenting a nation’s history through oral history.
• Memories of a nonya / Queeny Chang.
• Memories of the Fullerton / Melanie Chew.
• Men for others: a portrait of the Josephian over the years / Warren Fernandez.
• Men in white: the untold story of Singapore’s ruling political party / Sonny Yap, Richard Lim and Leong Weng Kam.
• Merdeka and much more: the reminiscences of a Raffles Professor, 1953-67 / K.G. Tregonning.
• Michael Chiang’s Army daze: the play / illustrated by Cheah Sin Ann, Chan Man Loon.
• The mighty wave / by He Jin, translated by Tan Jing Quee, Loh Miaw Gong, Hong Lysa.
• The mile hi! club: memoirs of a stewardess / Janet Chew.
• The mind of South Africa / Allister Sparks.
• Minds and machines.
• The Minfong Ho collection.
• The miracles of Mary: everyday encounters of beauty and grace / Bridget Curran.
• More than merchants: a history of the German-speaking community in Penang, 1800s-1940s / Khoo Salma Nasution.
• Motorcycle legends: the bikes, the riders, the stories / text by Michael Dregni, photography by John Dean, foreword by Lucky Lee Lott.
• Mrs T’s bedside book.
• The mutes in the sun, and other stories
• My days : a memoir / R.K. Narayan.
• My love is blind / Tan Guan Heng.
• Mysticism in Malaya , by A. G. S. Danaraj.
• Myths for a wilderness / Ee Tiang Hong.
• NAFA 60th Anniversary Alumni Art Exhibition / [chief editor : Lim Kay Hiong].
• The National University of Singapore : a portrait / [editorial committee Lim Kuang Hui, chairman, Peter Lim ... [et al.] captions K. K. Seet photographs Lawrence Lim, Albert Lim].
• The New cauldron : the official organ of the Raffles Society, University of Malaya.
• New perspectives on the Japanese Occupation in Malaya and Singapore, 1941-1945 / edited by Akashi Yoji & Yoshimura Mako.
• News from Tartary : a journey from Peking to Kashmir / Peter Fleming.
• The newspaper editor and other stories / Rebecca Chua.
• Night butterfly / by Tan Guan Heng.
• The night of dreams / Lynette Lim & Chiam Soo Lee with the help of Richard Lim & Michelle Lim.
• Nineteenth century prints of Singapore / text by Marianne Teo, Yu-Chee Chong and Julia Oh.
• Ninoy, ideals & ideologies, 1932-1983 : a rare collection of photographs of the late Senator Benigno S. Aquino Jr. highlighted by his famous quotations, his thoughts, his principles, and the ideals he fought, lived, and died for.
• No dream too high : National University of Singapore Centennial Everest Expedition 2005 / Lulin Reutens.
• No journey too tough : my record-breaking attempt to race in 10 marathons in 65 days across 7 continents / William Tan.
• Non-stop / Brian W. Aldiss.
• A nonya mosaic : my mother’s childhood / Gwee Thian Hock.
• Notes from an even smaller island / Neil Humphreys.
• The NTU story : the making of a university of industry and business / Lu Sinclair.
• NTULink
• NUS Alumni Office : building bonds bridging the future ’09.
• O-Pun sesame : a treasury of puns / Oh Teik Theam.
• OB markers : my Straits Times story / Cheong Yip Seng.
• Old Singapore / Donald Davies.
• On a street in Singapore : a comic view of Singapore / [writer, James Suresh illustrator, Syed Ismail editor, Ilse Van Heerden].
• On television in Singapore / chief editor, Loong May Lin.
• On the record : the journalistic legacy of President Wee Kim Wee / [editorial consultant, Peter H. L. Lim writer, Ng Boon Yian editor, Chua Chong Jin].
• One for the road = Satu empat jalan : an English boyhood in Singapore and Malaya / Julian Davison.
• One of a kind : remembering SAFTI's first batch / Ramachandran Menon, editor.
• Only lines
• Onward virgin soldiers / Leslie Thomas.
• Les orientalistes / Christine Peltre.
• Origin East Africa : a makerere anthology / devised and edited by David Cook.
• The Palazzo Pubblico of Siena / Aldo Cairola, Enzo Carli.
• Pastel portraits : Singapore's architectural heritage / text by M. Gretchen photographs by R. Ian Lloyd and Ian C. Stewart designed by Viscom Design Associates.
• Pax Britannica : the climax of an Empire.
• The pearl, Burning bright/ John Steinbeck.
• Pedant's revolt / Andrea Barham.
• Pedra Branca : the road to the world court / S. Jayakumar and Tommy Koh with a foreword by Minister Mentor Lee Kuan Yew.
• People make you cry and other stories / Gopal Baratham.
• Peranakan Indians of Singapore and Melaka : Indian babas and nonyas--Chitty Melaka / Samuel S. Dhoraisingam.
• Perjuangan untuk perchantuman.
• Perpustakaan Malaysia.
• Philippine tycoon : the biography of an industrialist, Vicente Madrigal / by Carlos Quirino.
• Philosophical investigations translated by G. E. M. Anscombe.
• The Physiology of sex and its social implications / Kenneth Walker.
• A pictorial history of Nantah / selection and text by Kee Pookong and Choi Kwai Keong.
• A picture book of English chairs.
• Pimpinan bahasa kebangsaan bagi permulaan (sekolah menengah) / terkaran oleh Hj. Ahmad Murad Nasruddin dan Namy.
• Pioneers of the Lowveld / Hans Bornman.
• Pioneers once more : the Singapore public service, 1959-2009 / Chua Mui Hoong [with additional interviews by Ken Kwek].
• Pioneers once more : the Singapore public service, 1959-2009 / Chua Mui Hoong [with additional interviews by Ken Kwek].
• Piper's places: John Piper in England & Wales / Richard Ingrams & John Piper.
• Plain tales from the Raj: images of British India in the twentieth century / edited by Charles Allen in association with Michael Mason.
• Poems 55 / Viqar Zaman.
• Poetry Singapore.
• Political and social change in Singapore / edited by Wu Teh-yao.
• Political booms: local money and power in Taiwan, East China, Thailand, and the Philippines / by Lynn T. White.
• Prehistoric Malaya / Michael Willmer Forbes Tweedie illustrated by K. M. Foong with photographs by the author.
• The prince / Niccolò Machiavelli introd. by Christian Gauss.
• Prisoner of the state: the secret journal of Zhao Ziyang / translated and edited by Bao Pu, Renee Chiang and Adi Ignatius foreword by Roderick MacFarquhar.
• The private investigator: licence to peep / by Harmon Singh, with Ray Dhaliwal.
• The private life of chairman Mao: the memoirs of Mao's personal physician / Zhisui Li translated by Tai Hung-chao with the editorial assistance of Anne F. Thurston foreword by Andrew J. Nathan.
• The prophet / by Kahlil Gibran.
• The psyche.
• Pulau Ubin: ours to treasure / Chua Ee Kiam.
• Quiet achiever: the life and times of Tan Sri Dr. Tan Chin Tuan / Mike Macbeth.
• The quiet revolutionary: Toh Chin Chye / [research and writing, Clarence Chang editor, Leong Ching].
• Radio naturalist / M.W.F. Tweedie.
• Raffles College: 1928-1949.
• Raise the red lantern: three novellas / Su Tong translated by Michael S. Duke.
• Rajah Brooke's Borneo: the nineteenth century world of pirates and head-hunters, Orang Utan and hornbills and other such rarities as seen through the Illustrated London News and other contemporary sources / compiled by D.J.M. Tate.
• The rape of Nanking: the forgotten holocaust of World War II / Iris Chang.
• The rebel with a cause: Devan Nair / [research and writing, Celine Lim, Tan May Ping editor, Leong Ching].
• Recollections: people and places.
• Reflections on diplomacy of a small state / S Jayakumar.
• Relatively speaking / Joan Hon.
• The reluctant politician: Tun Dr Ismail and his time / Ooi Kee Beng.
• Reminiscent Singapore / by Moonat Haifeez.
• Rickshaw coolie: a people's history of Singapore 1880-1940 / James Francis Warren.
• Safmarine 50: 1946-1996 / Brian Ingpen _ research by Willie Le Roux.
• Saleh: a prince of Malaya / Sir Hugh Clifford _ with an introduction by J.M. Gullick.
• A salute to Singapore.
• A Salute to the MRT success / [design and text by Viscom Design Associates Pte Ltd, photographs by Mohd. Ishak bin Samon].
• Sarjit Singh: a universal man.
• Saya / edited by Marie Bong.
• Saya.
• The schools of Malaya. / Frederic Mason.
• Schroders: merchants & bankers / Richard Roberts.
• The Scorpio illusion.
• Scramble for Africa: the great trek to the Boer War / Anthony Nutting.
• Seafarers in the ASEAN region / edited by Mary Brooks.
• The Second tongue: an anthology of poetry from Malaysia and Singapore / selected and with an introd. by Edwin Thumboo.
• The seizing of Singapore / Ian Stewart.
• Sense and nonsense in psychology.
• SERI: Singapore's world class research/ Arthur Lim.
• Seven poets, Singapore and Malaysia.
• Shair Omar Khayyam / by A.W. Hamilton. The Rubaiyat /by Edward Fitzgerald illustrated by W.G. Stirling
• Shaka's children: a history of the Zulu people / Stephen Taylor.
• Short stories of our time / edited for the London Association for the Teaching of English by Douglas R. Barnes, M.A., formerly Senior English Master, Minchenden Grammar School.
• Singapore: a pictorial history 1819-2000 / Gretchen Liu.
• Singapore and the many-headed monster: a look at racial riots against a socio-historical ground / Joe Conceicao.
• Singapore artists.
• Singapore at war: secrets from the fall, liberation & aftermath of WWII / Romen Bose.
• Singapore celebrates / text by K.K. Seet _ photography, Mushi Ahmed graphic design, Tuck Loong.
• Singapore commemorative issue, 1819-1969 : 150th anniversary.
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